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It’s been more than 50 years since a tornado tore through
a drive-in movie theater in tiny Mercer, Illinois, leaving
dozens of teens — a whole generation of Mercerites —

dead in its wake. So when another tornado touches down
in the exact same spot on the anniversary of this small-

town tragedy, the town is shaken. For Brenna Ortiz,
Joshua Calloway, and Callie Keller, the apprehension is

more than just a feeling. Though they seem to share
nothing more than a struggle to belong, the teens’ paths
continue to intersect, bringing them together when they
least expect it, and perhaps, when they need it most. Both

the living and the dead have secrets and unresolved
problems, but they may be able to find peace and move

forward–if only they work together.

Natalie Lund taught middle and high school English in
Houston, Texas with the creator of this teacher resource
guide, Sarah Murphy Traylor. She now lives in Chicago,

Illinois and loves to visit schools. Follow her on Instagram
and Twitter @nmlund or connect with her at

natalielund.com.

Sarah Murphy Traylor taught middle school English for
six years. She now coaches teachers and manages

instructional coaches through Teaching Excellence, a
teacher preparation and certification program at YES

Prep Public Schools in Houston, Texas. 

Praise for We Speak in Storms

"A hauntingly atmospheric coming-of-age story . . . with
fully realized characters, an empowering message, and a

highly satisfying conclusion."
-School Library Journal

"A lingering, quietly paced story about the echoes of
trauma and the persistence of hope."

— Booklist



Projects and Activities
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School Club Project—In the novel, Joshua starts a club to provide a space for students in the LGBTQ+ community
at school. Is there a club that does not exist at your school but should? What club would you create for your school?
Why does this club need to exist? What would be the purpose of this club? 

Choose two ways to advertise your club. Consider using print materials, school announcements, online
marketing, and other formats.
Create a goal for your club which describes what will happen each week and what will happen by the end of the
year.

 
Historic Home Report—“Their house, which her mother had dreamt about living in since she was a child, was one
of the twelve original Victorians that lined the town square and the subject of plenty of its own ghost stories. It was
one of the older houses in Mercer and had once been an inn.” Callie’s home is a part of the history of Mercer. She
finds out how to preserve her home and have it registered as a historic site. In your hometown, are their homes
registered as historic sites? Research the historic homes in your city. Why are they on the list for historic homes?
What stories took place in those homes? 

Research a historic home in your city. Write at least one page describing the historic home, what historic events
took place there, and retell at least one of the stories. Include one image in your report.

 
Who Tells Our Story?— In the novel, each character, each home, and the town itself burst with stories. What is a
story from your life that needs to be told? Write a story of your own—a significant moment or memory, and share
this story with another person.
 
Death Traditions— “Thank you. Goodbye. Be at Peace.” At the end of the novel, Callie, Brenna, and Joshua say
goodbye to the ghosts, and each ghost has a connection and moment of closure with an important person in
their story. Death traditions around the world vary.

Read the article: https://ideas.ted.com/11-fascinating-funeral-traditions-from-around-the-globe/
Research one of the death traditions listed. 
Respond—Does this death tradition include elements of  "Thank you. Goodbye. Be at peace." Or is there a
different sentiment being expressed?
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Reflection and Discussion Questions

The Ghosts—“We ache to tell those who came after us: This—your pain—isn’t.” What role do the chorus of ghosts
play in the novel? How do they help the reader? What words would you use to describe their chapters? Where
else have you seen a device like this used in a novel?
 
Character Comparison—

Joshua wants to be seen—“Joshua’s invisibility was something different altogether.” Do you know of a character
in another book who shares this feeling with Joshua? Describe the character and compare them to Joshua. 
Callie wants to disappear—“But lately she felt removed, like she could study her body without wanting it to be
anything else. It was just a case she was zipped inside….and it was her strategy, since cancer, to make sure the
case was as empty as possible.” Do you know of a character in another book who shares this feeling with Callie?
Describe the character and compare them to Callie.

 
Character Arc—Brenna begins the novel defined by others—“It pained Brenna to hear these labels, words affixed to
her by people who couldn’t look beneath her skin and didn’t know the first think about who she really was.”
Describe Brenna’s journey. By the end of the novel, what does she believe to be true about herself and how does she
define herself?
 
Character Connection—

Who was your favorite character in the book? Why? What part of their story did you enjoy the most?
Brenna finds her voice through writing. Dot finds healing through music. What is your creative outlet or hobby
—reading, writing, sports, or something else? Why do you enjoy this activity? What is your favorite memory of
this creative outlet or hobby?

 
Belief—In the novel, many characters grapple with the idea of belief—belief in religion, belief in the ghosts, belief
in their individual power and strength, and belief in other people. What are some beliefs that you
hold? Why do you hold these beliefs? What experiences have strengthened these beliefs?
 
Relationships—The novel portrays multiple relationships between characters. Choose one of these relationships.
What words would you use to describe this relationship? Is there a relationship in another book that is
similar to this relationship?
 
Analyze Your School—Eddie and Luke kept their relationship a secret due to Eddie’s fear of others. Joshua is
ignored by classmates. Brenna is called names. Joshua, Brenna, and Callie begin to build community and safe
spaces for themselves at their school. Would your school welcome all the characters that we meet in this book?  In
what ways could your school be more welcoming to individuals of all backgrounds?
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Additional Resources
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Sexual Abuse—Connect with your school counselor. Request that your school counselor provide training
to students on what to do if they suspect that a friend is experiencing abuse. Research options available at
https://www.rainn.org in the event that your school needs additional support.
 
Bullying—Teach kids how to identify bullying and stand up to it safely at stopbullying.gov.
 
LGBTQ+ Teens—The Making Caring Common Project curates a list of resources for supporting LGBTQ+ youth at
https://mcc.gse.harvard.edu/resources-for-educators/supporting-lgbtqia-youth-resource-list
 
Cancer, Grief, and Loss—The American School Counselors Association provides a guide on helping grieving
students at https://www.schoolcounselor.org/asca/media/asca/ASCAU/Grief-Loss-
Specialist/GrievingStudents.pdf
 
Eating Disorders—National Eating Disorders Association provides an educator toolkit at
https://www.nationaleatingdisorders.org/sites/default/files/Toolkits/EducatorToolkit.pdf
 
Social Justice—Teaching Tolerance (tolerance.org) provides free resources to educators. Their mission is to help
teachers and schools educate children and youth to be active participants in a diverse democracy. Their program
emphasizes social justice and anti-bias.
 
 
 
 


